Rhombus Enterprises
Plot No. 1169, Behrampur Road, Behind Haryana Roadways Workshop, Khandsa, Sector 34, Gurugram - 122004, Haryana,
India
Landline Number: 0124 425 1896
Whatsapp Number: +91 7408374083
Customer Care Phone: +91 7408374083
Customer Care Email: hello@oneglow.com

Imperial

Devyani

Quality. Commitment. Service.
Magnum II
Delhi

Hero Honda Flyover

Jaipur

Sunbeam
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about us

infrastructure

One glow is a brand committed to provide complete wooden solutions for your home, ofce, and commercial space.
Our company deals in highly innovative and super speciality products that are manufactured in completely environment friendly
infrastructure using advanced machines.
We are a perfect combination of quality, expertise and experience with a touch of creativity and innovation.

We are a family of employees who are working with highly automated production formulas including CNC Machines, Timber
Seasoning Kilns & Chemical Treatment Plant and Paint Spray Booth. We have a large manufacturing unit covering more than 50000
sq feet in Gurugram, Haryana which includes latest German machines.
Wood Burma & Nagpur Teak, Shisham, Ivory Coast Teak, Mango, Meranti, Pine, American Oak, Champ, Steam Beech, White Ash,
Hollock, Malaysian Sal, Cherry, Mahogany, Rubberwood, American Walnut, Wenge, Hemlock, Larch, Red Cedar, Yellow Cedar, HDF,
MDF, WPC.

Using modern techniques we turn best quality material into durable, stylish and comfortable products.
Polish Polyester, UV, Polyurethane (PU), Special Effects, Natural Touch, Acrylic & Water Base.
Special Designs Leang (Gold, Silver, Copper, Aluminium, Dutch, Variegated), Mother of Pearl, Patina, Marble effect and many
more.

our products
Doors
Door frames
Windows
Kitchen
Wardrobe
Vanity
Beds
Ofce Furniture
Media Units

Bar Units
Shoe Cabinets
Sliding Systems
Dinning Tables
Coffee Tables
Centre Table
Panels
Complete Interior & Exterior Solutions
and many more.

why choose one glow?
We offer the best quality products and services. Our team constantly explore contemporary styles and methods. Our products creates
beautiful and innovative concepts which can be further realized into reality.
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doors

OD 104

OD 101

OD 102

OD 103

Our Doors are of world class quality. These doors can be
made with any wood, of any size or under any nishing.

OD 105

OD 106

OD 107

OD 201

OD 301

OD 302
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doors

OD 202

OWD 001

OWD 002

OWD 003

OWD 004
OD 001

OD 002

OD 003

OD 004

Our Doors are of world class quality. These doors can be made with any wood, of any size or under any nishing.
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OK 001

OK 002

OK 003

kitchens

We present a range of modern kitchens styles from Colored,
Modern, Contemporary to Traditional Kitchens and High
Gloss Kitchens. Our factory built, rigid customized kitchens
units are crafted with Soft-close shutters and baskets already
tted. Each unit color co-ordinates, inside and out, with your
door. All of your modular kitchens units will be manufactured
with high-density plywood.
Coupled with best glued and dowelled joints that makes for
one of the most durable and robust carcasses(boxes)
available today.
OK 004
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wardrobes

OW 001

A wardrobe isn't just a place to hang your clothes when it comes to the Space range of wardrobes - it's a statement of style, so make
sure that you're making the right statement. From the classic all the way to the contemporary, you'll be able to nd a style to suit your
bedroom furniture easily. Add a little piece of sophistication to your bedroom with our new wardrobe premium collection. We offer
different colors and nishes to effortlessly add style and elegance to any bedroom. Our contemporary and classic wardrobes come in
small and large sizes to t your space.

OW 002

OW 003
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beds

OB 001

media units

OM 001

It's perfect for creating a luxe feel in the living room and can
easily be used as a TV stand or just a media console or a
cabinet. Featuring modern, mosaic design the unit has two
storage drawers where the unsightly electronics and
magazines can be hidden while the open space allows to
display more decorative objects. Our modern, designer look
wall mount media console will free up space and give your
living room a light, airy look.

OB 002

OB 003

Our designer and stylish collection of
double beds will be a treat for your eyes.
These bedsteads are designed with care to
offer a fresh look to your bedroom interior.
The design of the bed that works for you
depends on your specic requirements,
whether it is storage, display, style, or
something else. You will be offered an
additional durability characteristic that is
accompanied by Sheesham and Mango
wood.
OM 002

OM 003
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and...

and...

Our other area of expertise includes Vanities, Bar Areas, Book Shelves, Coffee Tables, Dining Tables, Kid’s Play Area and Ofce
Furniture along with Paneling. Our designs are innovative, practical, user friendly and Classy. We can customize our designs without
compromising upon the quality of material we use.

We are expert in manufacturing customized products according to the demand of latest
market and also depending upon our client’s requirement.

